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Abstract: - Computon is a concept to denote the bundle of processing power, storage, and bandwidth that can
be sold and consumed. In this paper, the method to form the computon is suggested, and how to set the weight
which is the key factor to form the computon is also been researched. At the last part of this paper, it suggests
the processes to charge the resource users and to allocate the revenue to the resource providers.
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1 Introduction
The concept of utility computing holds enormous
appeal for potential service providers hoping to
create the information technology equivalent of the
electric industry. The vision: Access to extra
processing power or storage capacity, or bandwidth
will be as easy as turning a tap to fill a tub with
water.
HP Senior Fellow Bernardo Huberman and his
team at HP Labs are working toward an answer. It
involves what they call computon [1], which is a
unit of measurement for the use of computing
resources. They define the computon as a bundle of
processing power, storage, and bandwidth that can
be sold and consumed.
Like many other economic entities, a computon's
value can change constantly, automatically rising or
falling based on factors such as demand for
particular applications, types of computing resource,
time of day and project priority.
Until now, there are many papers about how to
allocate computing resource with the method of
economic model. In [2, 3 and 4], the authors consider
the computing resource as commodities to trade with
each other based on the theory of commodity market.
The change of the supply and the demand of resource
influence the price. They are the pioneers to use
economic theory to allocate computing resource in
grid. The shortage of them is that they didn’t analysis
the structure of the resource market, and personally
supposed that the resource market is in the state of
completely competition, and they didn’t consider
whether they should price each kind of computing
resource or price the combination of them.
In [5, 6], the authors are pricing the computing
resource from the view of multiple units combination
auction. They try to allocate the computing resource
and price them with the method of winner

determination. Though they consider the combination
of computing resource, its price is randomly set by the
bidders with their private cost function; it can’t reflect
the change of the supply and the demand of the
computing resource in resource market.
The concept of computon is to solve the problem
mentioned above. The transform of many kinds of
computing resource to uniform virtual resource could
simplify the process of pricing resource. With the
economic theory, the computing resource could be
traded on the base of standardized unit, and with the
computon, it is beneficial to do with the settlement of
the expense of usage.
After the concept was referred in 2003 by
Huberman, many people and corporations only pay
attention to the meaning involved in the concept
and have no good result. In this paper, we’ll make
use of the concept of computon and try to do some
job about the method of its form and the pricing
method, also solve the problem of how to charge
the users and allocate the revenue to resource
providers. We are only doing the beginning work.

2 The Resource System in Computing
Grid
In this paper, we use the computing resources
allocating framework of [7], and simply it to form
the system structure as figure 1.
The following are the notations to be used in the
following section:
GIS is the grid information service nodes which
could be logical.

GDi denotes i th grid domain which is composed
of many participants involved in the computing grid,
and i ∈ [1, n] .
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bandwidth and some other computing resource. So
we only have to standardize these kinds of resource.
First we set a standardized value for each kind of
computing resource, for example, we define 64M as
the standardized value for the memory, and set it as
“1” unit of memory. If a machine holds 640M
memory, it has 10 units of standardized memeory.
Other computing resource is so on. Suppose that
there are m kinds of computing resource.

Figure 1: The Resource System in Computing Grid

P denotes the participants which could be
either the resource user or resource provider.
The computing grid is constituted by n domains,
and in each domain, there are so many participants
who could be either the consumers of computing
resource or the providers of it. We use P to denote
the participants. Also an agent is set in each domain
to watch the information such as to see which are
the participating nodes and the distributing of
computing resource and how many proportional
resources the node want to provide and so on. The
agent should report the information it knows to the
informational service node of computing grid,
which we denote as GIS, so the grid could master
the distributing information of the computing
resource within the whole system.
In this section we simply introduce the resource
system in the computing grid. Next we’ll give the
method to transfer several real computing resources
to a virtual resource which is called computon.

We use j ( j ∈ [1, m] ) to denote the j th
computing resource. Thus, we could use a vector to
describe the quantity of all kinds of computing
resource that belong to a participant.

X ik ＝ ( xi ,1 , xi , 2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅xi , j ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅xi ,m ) T ,in which

It is

X ik means the i th participant’s resource in k th
domain, xij means the quantity of j th resource
k

that X i owns, and T means the transfer of a
matrix.
Obviously, X 0 ＝ (1,1,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1) T means the
quantity of each kind of resource of the participant
is one standardized unit, and we could look it as the
standardized resource denoted by a vector.
In the description above, k ∈ [1, n ] is the
number of domain in the market, i ∈ [1, l ] is the
i th participant in the k th domain, and we suppose
that in k th domain there are l participants.
We define e j ＝（0，0，…，1，…0）as the
resource combination in which the quantity of j th
resource is 1 and others is 0.
We use γ kj to describe the quantity of the j th

3 The Method to Form Computon
The goal of computing grid is to have the familiar
attribute with the power grid. In the gird when a
user needs computing power to complete his task,
what he should do is only to pay the expense with
the price set before according how much the
computing power he has used.
To reach the goal mentioned above, the
standardization of the computing resource should be
considered .It is a big problem to integrate the
different kinds of computing resource and the same
kind but heterogeneous resource. Next we will give
some clues to this problem.

3.1 Computing the Amount of Resource
Some papers [3, 9, and 9] refer that the following
kinds of computing resource should be considered
to charge. They are processing power, storage,

resource in GDk , then
l

l

i=1

i=1

γ kj = ∑(0,0, ⋅⋅⋅,1, ⋅⋅⋅,0)( xi1, xi 2 , ⋅⋅⋅, xim )T = ∑ej Xik (1)
We use S j to describe the quantity of the j th
resource in all the computing grid, then
n

S j ＝ ∑ γ kj ＝
k =1

n

l

k =1

i=1

∑ ∑

k
e j · Xi

（2）

3.2 Computing the Amount of Computon
Next we’ll set the weight for each kind of
computing resource. When the resource is used by
users, the users pay the providers according the
price of the resource and the quantity of the
resource that had been used. The price we mean is
the price of the combination of a bundle of different
2
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kinds of computing resource. Analysis the price of
the combination, we could find that the contribution
of each kind of resource to the price is not the same,
which is varied with the supply and the demand of
the resource and the importance of the resource to
the running of the task that has been completed.
Here we use a vector to describe the rate of
contribution of the certain resource to the price of
the resource combination. It is
α ＝（ α 1 , α 2 ⋅ ⋅⋅, α j ⋅ ⋅⋅, α m ）,in which α j is rate of
the contribution of the j th resource to the price of
the resource combination, also it could be
considered as the weight of j th resource., which
denotes the importance of the certain resource to the
m

running of a task. Obviously

∑α
j =1

j

＝1. In fact,

when a task is submitted to run, lack of any kind of
resource will lead to its failure. Each kind of
resource is necessary, so α is only used to
compare the relative importance of each other.
We have that
m

q0 = α X 0 = ∑ α j = 1

(3)

j =1

q iK = α

X

=

k
i

m

∑

j =1

α j x ij

(4)

From the equation of (3) and (4), we could know
that with α , m kinds of resource could be
transferred to a resource combination, which we use
“computon” [1] to mean it. The concept of

X

0 is the unit of it.
computon is mentioned above.
To a participant who has the quantity of real

resource
k
is q i =

X ik

is

,

the

computon

he

has

m

∑α
j =1

j

x ij . Though the rate of contribution

to price, different resource could be integrated to a
virtual resource of computon, and in computing grid,
the supply and the demand of the computon could
be counted. According the principle of equilibrium
price in the market, we could first compute the
equilibrium price of the computon based on the law
of supply and demand, then with the rate of
contribution to the price, the real price of m kinds
of real resource could get. It means that if we know
the price of computon is P , the price of j th
resource is
Pj ＝ α j · P
（5）
Here the meaning of computon is similar to the
watt to the power system. With the rate of

contribution to price, each kind of real resource is
transferred to the computon; it is the normal
computing power.
Thus the quantity of computon in a node is
m

qiK ＝ ∑ α j xij

（6）

j =1

And the quantity of computon in a domain is
n

qK ＝∑
i =1

n

qiK ＝ ∑
i =1

m

∑α
j =1

j

（7）

xij

The quantity of computon in all the market is
l

l

K =1

K =1

q =∑ qK = ∑

n

m

i =1

j =1

∑ ∑α

j

（8）

xij

When a resource user submits his task, the agent
could analysis the performance of time and space it
needs and value the probable quantity of each kind
of real resource, then through the transform with
α , the agent could probably estimate the quantity
of the computon that the task needs.
Thus all the supply and the demand of the
resource in the system could be expressed with
computon, it providers the convenience when we
compute the price of the resource in the grid
system.
Because the participants in the computing grid is
free to join or leave, the amount of the resource may
change much in a moment, and that leads the price
to vary much. In order to master the information of
the spot price in grid, we could use the theory of
statistics to monitor the state of the demand and the
supply. It is periodic and long term work to do the
statistic. The period of time can be adjusted
according the overall resource information in
system. If the demand and the supply are stable, the
period of statistic can be relatively long; otherwise
if the demand and the supply are changing much,
the period of statistic should be short and we should
enhance the statistical frequency.

4 Pricing the Computon
Someone may think that it is not reasonable to use
the uniform price of the computon on all the users
because of the multiformity of them. But if we
over-emphasize the individual difference and use
different price for different resource-exchange case,
it will be very complicated and nonsense. With a
good charge system and the profit-allocating system,
the participants could get what they want with the
uniform price.
So how should we price the computon? We
mentioned above that computing power of one unit
of computon is the power that one unit of each kind
3
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of computing resource cooperate to complete a task.
In computing grid, the expense of the exchange uses
the electronic currency instead of the currency. Thus,
we could set the price of one unit of computon be
p unit of electronic currency.
How to set the value of p ? The computon is
combined by several kinds of computing resource,
and there is cost for each one. Also the value that a
kind of standardized computing resource creates in
different period is varying, so it isn’t a simple
process to set the value of p . It is related with the
cost of the resource, the demand and the supply of it,
the time, and other factors. Simply we could use a
function to set the value of p .That is p ＝
P ( S , D, C , T , O) ,in which, S denotes the supply of
resource, D denotes the demand of resource,
C denotes the cost of each standardized resource,
T denotes time, and O denotes other factors. In the
following research, we will consider the detail of
the process to set the value of p , and use the
numerical value to demonstrate it.
Is the value of p fixed? In the computing grid,
the demand and the supply are changing all the time.
When the supply exceeds the demand, the price will
be lower; otherwise when the demand exceeds the
supply, the price will be higher. But to an individual
case, especially when the task is submitted and is
running, whether the change of supply and demand
in outside grid influences its price? We think that
the value of p is fixed in a period of time. After a
period of time, the system releases new value of
p according current demand and supply. Because
it’s too difficult to predict the change, a result may
be that when the tasking is running after the price
has been set, the demand and supply change much
after the exchange, the price of the resource changes
too at the current time. Thus if the new price is
much higher than before, the provider will endure
potential loss; if the new price is much lower than
before, the user in the exchange will pay more. In
order to minimize the potential loss to each other,
the system could take the average price of a period
of time as the price to be reported out according the
trend of the change of the resource. For example, if
the system reports the price at a period time of h ,
the
price
reported
at
time

t is p (t ) = [α (t ) + α (t + h )] / 2 , in which,
α (t ) is the price computed through the equilibrium
'

5 Computing the Value of α
In the 3rd section, with the method of
standardization and the rate of contribution to price,
all real resource could be transferred to computon, it
gives convenience to do research.
To pricing the computon, it is important of the
rate of contribution to price. After we get the price
of the computon in system, only with the rate of
contribution to price, the real price of each kind of
real resource could be computed reversely. This
section we’ll use the theory of statistics to compute
the value of α .
From the section above, we know that after each
period of some time, the GIS need to count the
quantity of the supply and the demand of computon,
also with the real exchange case. Generally we
suppose that in the period of [t i −1 , t i ], among the
real exchange cases, we randomly select a set of

{T , T ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅Ti ⋅ ⋅ ⋅} , in
exchange cases, it is T ＝ 1 2

Ti ＝ {( x , x ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅x ), t , c } . It is a
i1
i2
im
i
i
integrated vector, and Ti is the i th case selected,
the combination of (xi1 , xi 2 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ xim ) is the
which

corresponding quantity of each kind of resource in
Ti , t i means the time lasted in the case, also it
could be considered as the runtime of the task , and
ci is the trade expense the user should pay.
Because the real exchange is different from the
task’s computing complexity and its other
characteristics such as the data intensity or
computing intensity, so the quantity and the kinds of
real resource used to run the task is much different.
To solve this problem, we could classify the set of
exchange cases T to several subset based on the
characteristic of the task. The tasks which have
similar characteristics can be classified to a subset.
In the section above, we suppose that there are
m kinds of resource. Now with the method of
clustering analysis, we divide the set of T to m
subsets according the difference of the quantity of
the m kinds of resource that the task used. We
suppose those subset are s1 ， s 2 ，…， s m .
In the subset s k , after the period of cutting down
the abnormal samples, we select l cases among it.
Suppose the resource matrix of the l cases is

of demand and supply at time t , and α ' (t + h) is
the predicted price for time t + h .

4
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⎛ x 11 , x 12 ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x 1 m ⎞
⎟
⎜
x , x ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x 2 m ⎟
X k ＝ ⎜⎜ 21 22
.
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ x , x ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x
lm
⎠
⎝ l1 l 2
Another method to express X k is : X k ＝

( X 1k , X 2k ,⋅ ⋅ ⋅, X mk ) , in which X kj is the j th column
of X k .
Thus in s k , the average quantity of j th resource
that the l cases have used is
l

EX kj ＝ 1l ∑ xij

（9）

i =1

And the average quantity of computon that the l
cases have used is:
m

EX α1 + EX α2 + ... + EX αm = ∑EX kj α j (10)
j=1
k
1

k
2

k
m

The average cost to use the resource is:
l

Eci ＝ 1l

∑c
i =1

（11）

i

And the expected average price to computon is:

Pk ＝ E

ci
ti

（12）

According the equation of quantity multiply the
price equates the overall cost, we have the equation:
m

[

∑
j =1

EX kj · α j ]· Pk = Eci

（13）

And
m

∑
j =1

EX kj · α j ＝ Eci / E

ci
ti

（14）

In the equation of （14）,because we could get

EX kj and Eci / E ctii through computing with the
information data in the real exchange cases, there
are only m unknown factors in α . Also we know
that to each subset s1 ，s 2 ，…，s m , equation (14)
is true, so there are m equations. Solving the
m equations, we could get the value of the m
unknown factors in α .

6 Processes to Charge the Users and
Allocate the Revenue to Providers
6.1 Charges to Resource Users
After the user submits the task and when it is
running, the agent of the domain that the user is
belonging to monitors the resource used in local

domain and computes how much computing
resource the user has used. Because the resource
that the users used may distribute in many domains,
the GIS node should collect the information of all
the resource that is used after the task is completed.
According the price set before and the quantity of
the resource be used, GIS computes the expense
that the user should pay.

6.2 Allocation
Providers

Revenue

to

Resource

After the GIS node collects the entire expense that
all the nodes which used the resource should pay in
a period of time, it will allocate the revenue among
the nodes that provide the resource. We mentioned
above that the price is based on computon, and not
the price of real resource. Maybe some nodes only
provide few kinds of resource and not all kinds.
Also the quantity of each node provided is not the
same. So how to specify the revenue that should be
allocated to each node is a problem that should be
considered.
Here we use a simple example to explain how to
allocate the revenue to each node involved.
Supposed that the task T submitted by user U is
scheduled to 4 nodes, the id number of the four
nodes is 1,2,3,4. The node of number 1 and 2 is in
domain 1; the node of number 3 is in domain 2; the
node of number 4 is in domain 3. All together T
has used 500 units of resource, 700 units of
resource B, 200 units of resource C, 400 units of
resource D, and 100 units of resource E. At the
moment of scheduling, the weight of each resource
is respectively 0.3, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.15 . After T is
completed, node 1 provides 300 units of resource A,
200 units of resource B and 300 units of resource E;
node 2 provides 200 units of resource A and 400
units of resource D; node 3 provides 500 units of
resource B and 300 units of resource D; node 4
provides 200 units of resource C.
First GIS gathers the information collected by
each agent about the resource used by T and gets
the result of the quantity that U has used. It is
q = 500×0.3+700×0.1+200×0.2+400×0.25+100×0.15=375 .

If the price set before is p , the expense that the
user should pay is 375 p .
Then GIS allocates the revenue according the real
resource that each node provided.
For node 1, the revenue is:
R1 = (300 × 0.3+200 × 0.1+0 × 0.2+0 × 0.25+100 × 0.15)p=125p

For node 2, the revenue is:
R2 = (200 × 0.3+0 × 0.1+0 × 0.2+100 × 0.25+0 × 0.15)p=85p .

For node 3, the revenue is:
5
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R3 = (0 × 0.3+500 × 0.1+0 × 0.2+300 × 0.25+0 × 0.15)p=125p

.

For node 4, the revenue is:
R4 = (0 × 0.3+0 × 0.1+200 × 0.2+0 × 0.25+0 × 0.15)p=40p .

So the revenue of each node is respectively
125 p,85 p,125 p, 40 p , we could see that the sum of
the revenue of each node is equating with the fee
that user U paid.
By this example, we could see that the revenue of
a provider is relative with the quantity of the
computons he provides.

7 Conclusions and Future work
In this paper, we simply give the method to form
the computon which is a bundle of processing
power, storage, and bandwidth that can be sold and
consumed. Also we discussed how to set the weight
for each real computing resource which is used to
form the computon and reflect the relative
importance when they are coordinated to run a task.
The method about how to compute the value of
weight vector is suggested. At the 6th section, we
suggested the processes of how to charge the
resource users and how to allocate the revenue to
the resource providers.
The contribution of this paper involves the next
three aspects.
(1) It gives the method of how to form the
computon. Because the completeness of a task need
the coordination of many kinds of computing
resource, the multiformity of the computing
resource makes the process to pricing them and to
confirm the amount of usage complex and difficult.
With the computon, a uniform unit of virtual
resource, the problem above could be easily solved.
(2) It gives a function to pricing the computon.
Because computon is combinatorial resource, the
process to pricing it should consider many factors,
such as the cost of each kind of real resource and
the supply and the demand of them. This paper
gives a simple function, which involves each related
factors and gives the direction of how to pricing
computon.
(3) It gives a simple example of settlement.
Because of the space limitation of the paper, we
don’t introduce the details of the settle, and only
with a simple example to clearly indicate the
process.
Because we haven’t set up a perfect model to
simulate the computing grid, we can’t get
reasonable result about computon. We are only

focus on the research of theory.
In the following work, we’ll gradually make use
of the conclusion above in the test model to validate
its validity and efficiency and improve them to get
much better result.
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